We present an abstract approach to incremental knowledge fusion (classifier fusion) with three different local update rules applied when agents meet. These are: a rule based on the averaging of local information, experience based reputation and transitive reputation, respectively. We introduce and discuss the role of Well Informed Agents (WIAs) in these systems. We analyze each rule in detail and present a comparison that reveals important differences. In particular, best convergence (but with a medium error term) is achieved by the transitive method, whereas middle values of convergence with the smallest error terms are shown by the averaging method. Experience based reputation fares worse of the three, both in terms of convergence speed and error. We discuss consequences for smart societies and directions of future work.
INTRODUCTION
This is a continuation of our work reported in [1, 2] where we first developed the notion of incremental classifier fusion. The work was based on our yet earlier studies on distributed communication systems [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] .
In essence, incremental classifier fusion means recursive, ad-hoc, and stepwise execution of classifier fusion. The latter concept is well known in Artificial Intelligence [8] . However, in an "ordinary" classifier fusion situation, the approach is top-down and therefore the results are only useful from a global perspective, whereas in incremental fusion the emphasis is on a bottom-up, emergent, local functioning. Hence the results are important from a spatial, selforganizing, dynamic perspective. Such a perspective is typical in participatory, socially smart systems, the problems of which are encountered e.g. when building smart cities. In particular, we are interested in crowdsourcing high quality information, or in spreading news in a system of knowledge agents, and thus the issue of local knowledge and its efficient use for knowledge fusion arises naturally, for which local classifier fusion is our example.
Next, we first introduce classifiers and classifier fusion to turn to a brief discussion of incremental fusion in interacting populations as discussed in [1, 2] . Then we turn to the discussion of three local update rules for incremental fusion and their comparisons. The paper is concluded with remarks on directions for future work.
FROM GLOBAL CLASSIFIER FUSION TO INCREMENTAL FUSION
Suppose that there are different knowledge claims in a population, suppose further that only one of these is true. Initially the population contains all sort of random knowledge variants. Can we proceed from such a heterogeneous knowledge state to a homogeneous knowledge state characterized by true information? This is the problem of knowledge fusion, seeking means to merge a knowledge population by algorithms with "good" properties (concerning truth, optimality, speed, etc.)
The simplest case (and the workhorse example) is based on binary classifiers as knowledge carriers. Given n binary classifiers, find a new one (n+1th) which is characterized by a decision probability p decision D(p) (viz. 0 or 1) so that it is at least as good (e.g. in its truth criteria) as the best among the n.
For this problem, well-known off-the-shelf methods exist [8] These are, however, global methods: they rely on the assumption (natural in their own context) that a complete accessibility of the knowledge items holds, in other words, that we can work on the entire set of all knowledge candidates (represented as binary classifiers 1…n). Besides, we may add that, in general, when seeking such an optimal solution, no computational (i.e. power) limit is assumed (whereas the more classical time complexity is usually taken into account).
We are facing an entirely different situation in locally interactive systems of agents, such as human populations (equipped with smart phones) in a city. There, agents possess local, individual knowledge variants that can be brought to relation and "merged" if the agents interact, which happens in an ad hoc means e.g. when the agents meet physically or establish connection by a call. Incremental fusion studies piecemeal operations by which knowledge (i.e. classifier) fusion is possible upon such interactions and the target of the research is to establish local fusion methods that can lead to a fast convergence in the global system. In this paper we introduce and study several such methods and evaluate their performance.
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ABSTRACT MODELS OF INCREMEN-TAL FUSION
We have developed and tested the incremental fusion methods using simulations. The models have been developed in the agent based modeling and simulation platform NetLogo [9] , analysis was carried out using the R statistical computing environment.
In our simulations, agents move around in the world either randomly or following special movement patterns. Whenever two agents meet, they merge their classifiers based on a certain classifier fusion technique and update their classification output. The concepts of movement and meeting are thereby purely abstract and can be realized according to the specific needs of a certain scenario or research interests. Keeping track of the global average true-positive rate for every class, it is possible to observe how the classification quality changes in dependence of the chosen fusion method.
More precisely, in what follows we consider N agents that move and meet randomly in 2D space. Upon a meeting, they exchange information. Each agent is now a binary classifier, and takes decision 0 or 1 with a probability p (and 1-p, respectively). The current model is static, in that there always exists a fixed value of "correct decision", known to the experimenter but not known to the agents. This decision stays unchanged within an individual run. The true-positive rate of decisions (i.e. decision quality) can be evaluated against this background.
We introduce a few key concepts; partly reflecting on the above, party in preparation for what follows.
Quality of the knowledge state:
To characterize the quality of the knowledge state of an individual agent, we simply compare its decision (based on the p value) with the correct decision (i.e. 0 or 1). To characterize the quality of the knowledge state of the entire population of agents at a given moment, we take each agent's decision and compare the average of these decisions to the right decision. We assume that an agent's decision will be 0 if its p value is strictly larger than 0.5 -remember that by the construction, p is defined as the probability of a zero decision). The quality-ofknowledge K of the population is thus a real number between 0 and 1.
Well-informed agents (WIAs):
We assume that some of the agents are "well-informed". Such well-informed agents, or WIAs are fixed in the knowledge space: they now the right decision and remain at that all along in a run (i.e., these agents also undergo meetings and exchange information with other agents that can be influenced, yet the knowledge of the WIAs is never updated). WIAs are tools to introduce quality information artificially. It will be seen that (i) they are sometimes necessary or else the population can converge to an indefinite knowledge quality (ii) their role is disproportionately high -just a few WIAs can change the entire dynamics of the system. Clearly, without WIAs the population will just undergo a random walk process tending towards a convergent yet randomly selected end state. Whereas the expected value of the population's knowledge quality K (or its complementary, the population level error) is 0.5, this exact value is never realized in an individual run. Instead, every individual run ends with K = 0 or K= 1 after a time -these two extreme values are equally probable in the absence of any WIAs. It should also be obvious that, at the other extreme, if all agents are WIAs, the population starts from a perfect knowledge state and remains there forever.
So what happens when some WIAs are introduced? More precisely, we can ask: starting from a random population with some WIAs, how many WIAs does it take to get a directed process where the end value of population error 1-K is a guaranteed zero, independently from the initial knowledge quality K? It turns out, that to this end, one single WIA is sufficient. It is easy to understand why, as there is no equilibrium state until all agents converge to the WIA values. The characteristic zero crossing time, to use a statistical physics terminology (marking the time to a zero error), grows, however, dramatically with the decreasing value of the WIA proportion. We studied this quantitatively using parameter sweeps.
Also we can note that there is a long-standing memory effect of the initial knowledge state of the population in the process. If the initial knowledge state is entirely random (i.e. the expected value of p is 0.5 at t0) then the process is fast in the presence of WIAs and converges to a completely informed knowledge state rapidly. If the initial population is extremely badly informed (p=0) then the convergence to the right decision is significantly slower. Yet the process necessarily converges to a perfect knowledge state in the presence of WIAs.
Explanation of observed behavior. The phenomenon responsible for the observed convergence is that agents no doubt meet sometime, sooner or later (as the random walk of the agents is ergodic). Specifically, agents meet with the WIAs and from this meeting they gain knowledge (improve their knowledge quality), then they meet again with WIAs and with other "updated" agents and so on -so the agents improve more and more. In fact there is a speedup process here, and the convergence looks exponentially accelerating (to be tested in subsequent experiments).
Under the "quantitative democracy" of this rule, and in the absence of WIAs, the naive expectation is, as mentioned, a stable convergence to p=0.5. This is exactly what happens except that we should also consider that ultimately not the p value but the resulting decision is what matters in the account of the knowledge state K.
Plotting the entire p histogram shows that the sharp final average distribution is indeed always very close to the value of 0.5, but due to the inevitable random fluctuations never exactly reaches that value. For this convergent state, we have measured end values ranging from 0.46 to 0.53 in individual runs.
If WIAs are introduced, the dynamic histogram plot visually shows them in the role of an "attractive wall" at one end of the p spectrum. We also understand at this point why there is no lower limit for the WIAs, instead, that their number determines the speed of convergence via the frequency of meetings. This is because as long as there is any difference between the population state and the WIAs state, there is still an improving going on -and the farther away we start this process, the longer it takes. Also visible is that when the whole p histogram is on the "same side" of the symmetry center (the 0.5 value) as the WIAs, then the entire population already decides for the same correct value, yet it takes another long time for it to actually "reach the wall".
Parameter sweep results. Below (Figure 1) we show the effect of WIAs (plotted in increasing proportions) as well as the effect of the quality of initial knowledge state of the population. What we see on these figures is that the two factors have a similar effect and that in combination they can lead to a fast convergence to a high quality emergent knowledge state. 
Update rule 2: Experience Based Reputation
As a first step towards more realistic model versions, this update rule is based on the idea that "experience wins". In other words, by implementing this rule, a simple reputation system is realized, whereby reputation is simply understood as the experience of prior meetings. The idea is simply that, when two agents meet, the more naive (inexperienced) agent takes the p value from the more experienced agent, i.e. the one that has had more meetings before, and whose knowledge state therefore accumulates all information from those prior meetings.
In the current form of the update rule, the agent with the lower number of prior meetings takes the p value from the one with the higher number of prior meetings. (Based on our discussion above, we can say: whenever there are WIAs, together with an increasing meeting experience there is an increasing chance to be improved by the WIAs, so the more experienced, the better.)
Tests of the rule first of all show the obvious. If there are no WIAs or the WIAs have no bias (no added initial "experience" -i.e. an a priori reputation at t0), then nothing interesting happens. Typically the system again converges to p=0.5 but not to a single coherent decision (the reason is the pullback effect of the badly informed yet highly experienced and thus highly influential agents -informally but rightly can call them false prophets).
Similarly, in a less obvious case, where the WIAs exist and an initial WIA bias is also introduced, then, even at higher values of this bias, the initial advantage (or "head start") of the WIAs may slowly disappear due to random effects and can be counterbalanced by a higher number of accumulated meetings by arbitrary, sometimes badly informed agents. In other words, any agent that has happened to have more meetings and has thus a higher level of experience can continue to spread an arbitrary and thus often wrong decision. Applying more WIAs and/or more bias can of course drive the system to the right decision or can drive it closer: these are quantitative effects again studied in parameter sweeps.
Explanation of observed behavior. The observed behavior is very different in the reputation-based case. This is because upon a meeting the agent with the higher reputation "takes it all" (its p value is simply copied to that of the other agent). In particular, there will be no feeding back from the other agent whose old knowledge state is thus irrelevant.
As can be expected, during the process several sharp p values emerge as "attractive centers" around some spontaneously emerging experienced agents. The same is true with or without WIAs, because the process is identical in either case: there is no difference. (The difference, if there is any, is encoded at time zero in the initial reputation of the WIAs -from that very moment on, however, everything goes exactly the same way whether WIAs are present or not). The process is completely random and ad hoc, and as a consequence, some agents can build up reputation although they do not know anything better.
In essence, what happens is that the false prophets tend to compete with the WIAs. Even if a big initial advantage (or bias) is assigned to these WIAs, other "knowledge centers" tend to emerge quickly and usually do not dissolve even after a long time. As a result, the system can maintain a mixed knowledge state for a very long time.
It is true nevertheless that ultimately the entire system must collapse to a single knowledge value, again for simple equilibrium reasons -since it is the random effects that drive the system, and the extreme values of p = 0 and p = 1 act as sinks, i.e. absorbing or non-reflecting walls. Yet often the times needed to reach these walls is not on a practicable scale.
Parameter sweep results.
Since all relevant events appear to be on a plane, we show them in 3D only ( Figure 3 ) the cross-sections not being informative. For the zero crossing times, see a later comparison. 
Update rule 3: Transitive, Experience Based Reputation
Despite its intuitive advantage, experience based reputation as discussed above is thus better at maintaining variety than spreading quality information collectively. A possible remedy can be suggested by rethinking the role of experience as a key determinant of interactions. The new update rule is like the experience-based rule above, however it makes experience transitive.
We may explain this idea using a master-disciple or teacher-student metaphor. The experienced agent is the teacher, and the inexperienced the student; in the experience based rule the student takes over the knowledge of the teacher upon a meeting. Now in the new transitive rule, not only does the p value of the student change but also the teacher's experience is taken over. When meeting a teacher the student thus becomes a teacher herself.
As a consequence, we can expect information to be spread more reliably: those possessing experience will themselves become instant spreaders (meetings with a WIA thus turns every agent into a perfect knowledge agent having the WIAs experience). The expectation is thus that the head start of the WIAs thereby leads to a fast initial spreading that may give a sufficient advantage to the trustworthy agents to prevail over the false prophets. Analysis shows this indeed to be the case, yet there is a twist. In most cases there is a fast convergence as expected (Figure 4 ) but the error term is large and there are systematic outliers beyond expectation. That is, the typical process (and thus the average behavior) is that of fast convergence indeed but the large error terms and many remote outliers modify this picture: it has a high residual probability that a given concrete process won't finish early.
A closer look will reveal that he reason is similar to that before: local centers can survive for a long time (yet not outperforming the WIAs under this update rule). In other words, under this rule we can see the power of contingencies. Physically remote places can nourish wrong information for a long time, depending on whether and just exactly when meetings with the WIAs and their kin can occur.
For a different visualization, the summary 3D figure of Figure 6 shows the original data points providing a simultaneous assessment.
It is visible from the Figures 5 & 6 that the three update rules efficiently partition the space: experience based reputation occupies the upper half, averaging takes the middle, and transitive rule inhabits the lower regions. It is also striking to contemplate the differences in the error terms. The averaging method is accompanied with a medium level of convergence speed and the lowest error term, followed by the transitive rule and finally the experience based reputation, which shows little convergence at enormous errors and systematic outliers.
Comparison of the Different Update Rules
The three updating rules discussed above form the basis of our later experiments. Thus it will be instructive to directly compare them in terms of their convergence behavior. We use identical calibration for closer inspection of zero crossing times ( Figure 5 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented an abstract approach to incremental knowledge fusion (classifier fusion) with three different local update rules applied when agents meet. These are: the rule based on averaging information, experience based reputation and transitive reputation. We introduced and discussed the important role of Well Informed Agents (WIAs) in such systems. We analyzed each rule in detail and presented a comparison that revealed important differences. In particular, best convergence (but with a medium error term) was achieved by the transitive method, whereas middle values of convergence however with the smallest error terms were shown by the averaging method. Experience based reputation fares worse of the three, both in terms of convergence speed and error.
As an important consequence we understand that aspects of knowledge quality and knowledge diversity are complementary, where some rules are better suited for the one and others for the second. Knowledge quality is the default target and is best supported by rules of fast convergence; if we want quicker results we have to accept higher error terms (in the transitive rule).
However the experience based rule may have unexpected applications where the goal differs from the default target of convergent, homogeneous knowledge. This rule can maintain a high level of diversity, useful in some contexts where opinions rather than a single for of true knowledge exist.
We note that all the tested rules were based on physical encounters of agents that can be typical in certain urban contexts. However, there is a way to imagine more general meetings, either via a central platform (e.g. on which a common App is running that can connect users based on different principles) or by direct communication (such as phone calls) between agents. In such cases we deal with a dynamic network of connections not based on physical proximity but other factors. We plan to examine similar network-based models of incremental fusion next, with random, preferential attachment, and assortative connections. The exploration of these is left to subsequent papers. 
